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CHESSY
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Chessy, Cheer for Youth!
Chessy, with its flexible silhouette, swinging
left and right, back and forth, sparks creative
ideas all day long, no matter during discussion
or in routine work.
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Move with Ease
13kg weight makes it easy to move for Chessy. Whenever or
wherever you wanna communicate, take Chessy with you, and
effortlessly start sharing your creativity. Chessy is always a
trustworthy partner you can rely on.
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ANYWHERE.ANYTIME
Save Your Space
Waisted design adds a touch of dynamics to Chessy. Small in size, delicate and
dainty, Chessy can fit in any surroundings easily, whether in large or limited
space.
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外套就是职场身份。
笔挺衣裳，让迈出的每一步自信从容。
Your coat says your identity at work. A trim
outfit gives you the confidence anytime
anywhere.

Like A Roly-poly Toy
Chessy, like a roly-poly toy in office, relieves your working
pressure with the leisurely swinging movement, bringing so
much fun to your workplace.
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Strong Support
Chessy, a fighter that rises up to the weight on it, provides strong
support to your body. A confident person can bear anything life throws

一杯咖啡，一本书，一段敞开心扉的交谈。

on him or her, and Chessy can bear any weight effortlessly.

A heart-to-heart conversation over a cup
of coffee, with the company of Ducky.
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Skid-proof Rubber Base
Sneaker-grade rubber base can stand millions of times
of friction test. Whatever sitting position you change
into, Chessy always supports you steadily.
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Product Specification

CCS12BW
W345*D345*H510(mm)

CCS14BW
W345*D345*H510(mm)

CCS11BW
W345*D345*H510(mm)

CCS13BW
W345*D345*H510(mm)

CCS10BW
W345*D345*H510(mm)

Smooth Touch- Knitted Fabrics
With knitted fabrics as its seat material,
Chessy brings you a sense of tenderness.

Knitted Material of Seat Cover / Color of Seat

The seat is filled with high-density
moulded foam, durable and not easy to
collapse. Combining strong quality and
soft material, Chessy protects you like a
powerful partner.
CW-YY21H

CW-YY35H

CW-YY62H

CW-YY80H

CW-YY40H

CW-YY50H

CW-YY60H

Greyish White

Black

Pea Green

Plastic PV Material / Color of Seat Shell

Coral

Ginger

Height Adjustment
Enjoy height adjustment ranging from
510mm to 750mm, and freely switch
your working status on Chessy. Let your
ideas fly along with its different height.

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in regard of changes in
specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.

